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when referred to, I can hardly avoid entering into details to sup 
port any opinion I may advance."

The Chairman exhibited copies of Mr. Bateman's drawings, and 
a plan of the locality of the interments. The bracelet was sent to 
the Duke of Rutland, who, Mr. Norman thinks, sent it to the 
British Museum.

The REV. J. M. GRESLEY read the following paper upon

THE AUSTIN PRIORY OF ST. MARY OF NEWSTEAD 
IN SHIRWOOD, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

THERE seldom occurs so good an opportunity of thoroughly seeing 
a place as when it is going to be sold. I therefore procured the 
plans and particulars of the estate and house at Newstead, and 
visited it a week before it was offered for sale, as we saw reported 
in the newspapers last June.* They present a remarkable- instance 
of the domestic buildings of a Monastery being converted into a 
baronial residence, the sites of the various parts of the original 
edifice being adhered to.

• The Manor or Lordship of Newstead contains about 3226 acres, of which the 
Park, inclosed with a stone wall, occupies about 881 acres, the woods and plantations 
within the Park are about 196 acres, and without the Park about 618 acres.

In the midst stand the remains of the venerable Abbey and baronial residence, 
which has, at vast expense, been restored by the late Colonel Wildman, under the 
superintendence of the late John Shaw, architect, F.R.S., and now forms one of the 
finest residences in England, containing on the principal floor the great dining hall, 
58 feet by 24 feet, and 29 feet high, the private dining room adjoining, 24 feet by 18 
feet, the great drawing room, 70 feet by 23 feet, and 20 feet high, the private drawing 
room, 24 feet by 20 feet, the library, 60 feet by 13 feet, all communicating with wide 
galleries. .... On the ground floor is the cloistered quadrangle communi 
cating with the crypt, halls of entrance, with staircases and numerous apartments, 
and with the ancient Chapter-house, one of the most beautiful and interesting re 
mains of the Abbey, and which is restored and used as a private chapel. The 
domestic offices have been rebuilt. .... The ancient terraced gardens in con 
nection with the Abbey have been restored, and an excellent walled kitchen garden 
added to them.—Advertisement of Sale.

The property was offered by auction on Wednesday, June J.3th. It was part of 
the conditions that the timber, valued at .£28,600. odd, the furniture, estimated at 
£4750, and the pictures, library, and articles of vertu, should be taken or not with 
the property at the option of the purchaser. The property was put up for sale 
without the timber. The first bidding was £90,000. An offer of .£120,000. was 
made by Mr. Tweed, the Town Clerk of Lincoln, on behalf, it was understood, of 
Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, engineers, of that town; and £121,000. was bid 
by or for Charles Hardy, Esq. The property, however, was bought in at the re 
served bidding of £180,000. including the timber. Mr. Pott, of Nottingham, was 
the auctioneer. It is now said to be sold by private contract to William Frederick 
Webb, Esq., late of the 17th Lancers, of Pepper Hall, Yorkshire, for £150,000. In 
1818, when the property was last sold by auction, by Alderman Fairbrother, so 
great was the public interest taken on the occasion, that it was necessary to prop 
up the house in which the sale took place.
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But before saying more respecting them, I would observe that 
this Monastery of Canons Regular of St. Augustine, was founded 
by King Henry II. shortly before, or in, the year 1174, as appears 
from the fact of Geoffrey, Archdeacon of Canterbury, being the 
first witness to the foundation charter, from which preferment he 
was advanced in that year to the Bishopric of Ely. This Arch 
deacon was employed by Henry in his dispute with Archbishop 
Becket, who excommunicated him, and calls him in a letter to the 
Bishop of Hereford, " an Arch-devil, and limb of Anti-Christ." " I 
have given," says the King, "to God and St. Mary, the place 
which I have founded in Scirwood, and by this present charter 
have confirmed the same place to the Canons there serving God; 
and Paplewic, with the church of the same town, and the mill which 
the Canons themselves have made, and with all things pertaining 
to the same town, in wood and plain," &c.

Probably the only portions now remaining of the original 
Monastery, are two semicircular-headed Norman doorways, one of 
them (a) leading into the cloisters at the north-west angle, the 
other (b) at the east end of the south side of the cloisters; and 
also the arch of the lavatory (c) near this latter doorway, which is 
of the same character. The Chapter-house is next in date. The 
west front of the Conventual Church remains in exquisite pre 
servation, excepting that the tracery of the large window has been 
destroyed. Rickman speaks of it as transitional from the Early 
English to the Decorated Gothic, i.e, of the close of the thirteenth 
century.* It is, in its architectural features, very like Salisbury 
and portions of Lichfield and Southwell. The details of it given 
in the plate are from drawings by Coney. It was evidently never 
completed. It is, professedly, the west front of a nave, with north 
and south aisles, which were intended to have towers, but they 
were never raised. The south aisle was evidently never built, for 
one side of the cloisters occupies the site of it, and it may be 
questioned whether the north aisle ever was, for the west window 
of it is, like that of the south aisle, blocked up with stone, although 
there is the commencement of an arch and groining for it near the 
west doors of the nave.f A statue of God the Son and St. Mary 
still occupies a niche high over the great western window, recalling 
to one's mind the lines of Lord Byron on the Angelic salutation—

Ave Maria! 'tis the hour of prayer!
Ave Maria! 'tis the hour of love! 

Ave Maria I may our spirits dare
Look up to thine and to thy Son's above!

Ave Maria ? Oh that face so fair,
Those down-oast eyes beneath the Almighty dove! 

What though 'tis but a pictured image ? &c.
» Archseologia, xxv. 171.
t There is a good paper upon the Architecture of Newstead in the Journal of the 

British Archaeological Association for April, 1853, by A. Ashpitel, Esq.
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It is not, however, my intention to repeat on this occasion all the 
charming poetry with which Newstead inspired the muse of Lord 
Byron.

But little is generally known of the history of the Monastery. 
I find mention made of four chartularies, or ledger books, of the 
bouse, which contain transcripts of their title deeds, &c. Dugdale 
copies from one, then (1640) in the possession of Sir John Biron, 
which no doubt his ancestor became possessed of when he had the 
grant of the property from Henry VIII. The same MS. is re 
ferred to by Thoroton (1677), who calls it the book of Robert 
Cutwolf, Prior of Newstead in the time of Henry VI. " A ledger 
book, containing charters, &o., relating to Newstead Abbey, in 
Nottinghamshire, temp. Henry VI.," is mentioned in p. 158 of the 
Appendix to the Report of the Commissioners on the Public 
Records (1837), as in the King's Remembrancer's Office. Another 
is deposited among the Arundel MSS. in the Library of the 
College of Arms (Norfolk MS. 60).* Another is mentioned in 
Spelman's Glossary, p. 458, as, in 1630, in the possession of the 
Earl of Kingston. How far these four are alike I cannot say. 
We know that transcripts of their chartularies used to be deposited 
by Monasteries in other friendly religious houses, in order to the 
preservation of them in case of the destruction of the originals by 
fire or otherwise at home. Others were compiled for use at sub 
ordinate Cells and Granges. From these chartularies, and from 
our national records, much information respecting the Monastery 
might be collected.

The income of the house, just before its dissolution, appears by 
the report of an ecclesiastical survey, made in pursuance of an Act

• A quarto volume in its ancient wooden cover, one of them having an iron lock 
within it, which has fastened a clasp from the other side, but which is now gone. It 
contains 216 leaves of parchment, written in a fair hand, but has been mutilated. 
At f. 26—7, is a memorandum, " That this Manuscript, being ye Leiger Booke of 
the Dissolved Abbey or Priory of Newstead, in Com' Nottingham, did formerly belong 
to Thomas Freeman, of Button in the Dale, Gent., a. Lover of Learning and An- 
tiquitys. This Sutton is ye Seate of ye Rt Honor.ble Nicholas Earle of Scarsdale, 
vnder whose Auncesters the said Thomas Freeman had severall years served in the 
cheifest Trusts and with great fidelity and Reputation, in Testimony whereof the 
said Earles Auncesters Gave a Noble Annuity or Rent Charge of Sixty pounds per 
Annum to the said Thomas and his wife for their lives.

" At the request of my Learned and Honord Freind Ralph Heathcoate, Clerke, 
Rector of Morton in ye said Hundread and County, this Book was given unto 
me, Michael Burton, of Holmesfeild, and Wirkesworth in ye said County of 
Derby, Esqr., by Elizabeth ye Widdow and Relict of ye sd Thomas Freeman; and 
at her request by me to be presented to the Honorble Society of the Colledge of 
Arms in London, to be there Reposited as u Monument of Antiquity, and for the 
Common benefitt & use of ye Members of ye said Honorble Colledge, and all other 
Lovers of their Countrey and ye Antiquitys thereof.

"Which Gift or Present I do hereby accordingly make," <fcc. "In Witnesse 
whereof I have hereunto Subscribed my Name this Eleventh day of February," 
A.D. 1718. " MICH. BURTON."

Some account of the contents of this MS. may be found in Sir Charles G. Young's 
Catalogue of the Arundel MSS. p. 126—9.
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of Parliament, 26 Henry VIII., 1534-5, to have been £219. 18s. 8d. 
per annum.

The following is a list of twenty Priors of Newstead. It con 
tains two names not mentioned in the Monasticon, and a few 
variations from that list. 1 have taken it from the marginal MS. 
notes of that painful antiquary, Browne Willis, in his copy of 
Thoroton's Nottinghamshire, p. 262, which I have the happiness 
of possessing—

EUSTACHIUS, occurs 1215.
ALBRED, about 1230.
ROBERT, elected 1239.
WILLIAM, occurs 1267.
JOHN LEXINGTON, occurs 1280.
RICHARD DE HALAM, elected 1287.
WILLIAM DE THORGARTON, elected 1290.
RICHARD DE GRANGIA, elected 1293.
HUGH DE COLINGHAM, occurs 1350; was succeeded by
JOHN WILLESTHORP, 1357.
WILLIAM ALLERTON, succeeded, 1367.
JOHN HUCKNALL, elected 1406.
WILLIAM BADKAVELL, elected 1415.
THOMAS DE CARLTON, elected 1421.
ROBERT CUTWOLFE, elected 1424.
WILLIAM MISTERTON, elected 1455.
JOHN DURHAM, elected 1461.
THOMAS GUNTHORP, elected 1467, was living 1495; resigned 

1504.
WILLIAM SAVAGE, occurs 1507, called Sandal; elected 1504.
JOHN BLAKE, last Prior, surrendered 1540, and had a pension 

of £16. 13s. 4d., and was living 1553, and enjoyed it: 11 
monks surrendered with him, Oct. 3, 1539. He was elected 
1526.

A fragment only of the Conventual Seal remains appended to 
the deed of surrender in the Augmentation Office. St Mary is 
represented sitting with the infant Christ. Portions of the side of 
a canopy remain, which has a back ornamented with a reticulated 
pattern. The bracket upon which the design stands has bold foliage. 
The only letters of the legend remaining are NOUO . LOCO.

An impression in green wax, in good preservation, of an older 
seal, is attached to a charter in the British Museum, dated the 
Saturday next after the Feast of St. Andrew the Apostle, 40 Hen. 
111. (A.D. 1255).* It is pointed oval in shape, and has a figure of 
the Blessed Virgin with our Lord on a cushioned seat. In her 
right hand she holds up a lily, and from her wrists are seen the 
long hanging sleeves of the tunic, as worn in the twelfth and

• Cart. Harl. 112. F. 84, William, the fourth Prior in Willis's list, is probably the 
William de Motesfant named in this charter.
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thirteenth centuries, from which the old heraldic maunch takes its 
form. The legend is + SIGILVM . SANTE . MARIE . NOVI . 
LOCI . I . SCHI: in English, " The Seal of St. Mary of the 
New Place (New-stead) in Shirwood." Some of the letters are 
omitted by the engraver, and the I in MARIE had a narrow 
escape.

In the Collegiate Church of Southwell are preserved a fine 
brazen eagle, 6 feet 2 inches in height, and two candlesticks, 
originally 4 feet 6£ inches in height (to which 10J inches have 
apparently been added), used in former times in the Monastic 
Church of Newstead. I was told at Newstead that they were 
dragged out of the square pond a few yards east of the High 
Altar, called in the plans " The Eagle Pond." The eagle is 
engraved in Shaw's Dresses and Decorations of the Middle Ages, 
Vol. I., whose account of it is worth repeating as rectifying a 
vulgar error—

" The elegant reading desk at the end of the present article was, 
about the.year 1780, dragged out of the deep part of the lake at 
Newstead, and is now preserved at Southwell, in Nottinghamshire, 
having been purchased by Sir Richard Kaye, in 1778, and pre 
sented by his widow to the Chapter. It is made of brass, and 
was sent by them to a clockmaker to be cleaned, who observed 
that it was composed of several pieces, which might be taken 
apart. On unscrewing these, the boss was found to contain a 
number of parchments, most of which were deeds and grants con 
nected with the Abbey of Newstead. Among the rest was a 
pardon granted by King Henry V. on some occasion to the monks, 
and, as was common with such documents, worded so generally 
as to include every offence that was probable that the monks might 
be accused of having committed, previous to the date at which the 
pardon was granted. Such deeds were often necessary to protect 
the monks against the rapacity or malice of their neighbours. 
Washington Irving, who has described this reading desk in his 
little volume on " Abbotsford and Newstead Abbey," has entirely 
misunderstood the nature of this document, and represents it as 
an indulgence to the monks to commit crimes with impunity. There 
can be little doubt that this desk, which was used in the Chapel of 
the Abbey to read the Litany from, was thrown into the lake by 
the monks, probably at the time when the dissolution of monas 
teries were first threatened, in the hope that by this means their 
titles would be preserved until the storm should be blown over; 
and they never returning to recover it, it remained beneath the 
water during more than two centuries." jiU

I am indebted to the kindness of the Rev. James F. Dimock, 
Minor Canon of Southwell, for the following additional remarks:— 
" It was fished no doubt out of the lake at Newstead, when, I 
cannot say; but I believe in the ' wicked,' lord's time. It is said
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to have been sold by him as old brass: this we can well believe, as 
he turned every thing into cash that he could lay his hands on. 
Sir Richard Eaye, one of our Prebendaries (of Northmuskham, 
from 1788 to 1810), is said to have found it in some curiosity-shop, 
or such like place, at Nottingham. He himself, not his widow, gave 
it to Southwell. The Chapter Decree Book contains the following 
memorandum :—'April 18, 1805. Decreed that the thanks of the 
Chapter be given to Sir Rich. Kaye, for his offer of a brass eagle, 
which they will accept, and send for, the first convenient oppor 
tunity.' Colonel Wildman, who used to look at it with eyes of 
extreme envy, and would have rejoiced in getting it back to New- 
stead, gave me the following account of its discovery. The lake 
had been drained, and was being cleaned out. Besides the eagle, 
and the two candlesticks near our altar, the workmen found two 
very large and heavy chests. Peremptory orders came from the 
then lord to fill the lake with water at once: he was coming to 
Newstead with a lot of friends. The chests were therefore left, 
and nothing done to mark the exact spot where they lay. Soon 
after Colonel Wildman bought Newstead, the lake was again 
drained: there were then old people living who remembered the 
former drainage, and who had helped to bring the eagle and 
candlesticks to light, and had laboured in vain at the chests. They 
professed to remember the spot, and were allowed by Colonel 
Wildman to make a new search. They were at work for days to 
no purpose, poking in the mud with poles. At length one of them 
fell head-foremost into the mud, and was suffocated; and Colonel 
Wildman refused to allow any further attempt to find the chests. 
There they still lie, full probably of the Abbey plate and other 
valuables.

"Colonel Wildman spoke with entire confidence of the candle 
sticks being found at the same time as the eagle. 1 know of no 
other evidence as to this fact. They are not mentioned in the 
Decree of thanks, or elsewhere in the Chapter documents, so far 
as I know. Colonel Wildman, no doubt, was right: they have 
every appearance of having come from the same foundry as the 
eagle.

" The document found in the ball upon which the eagle stands, 
upon which Washington Irving founded his good Protestant 
legend, blackening the character of the poor old monks, proved on 
examination by a competent reader to be one of the General 
Pardons which were forced upon the Religious Houses by Henry 
V., as a means of raising the wind when about to embark for the 
French wars. It has about as much to do with the man-in-the- 
moon as with the Pope; and about as much with the morals of 
the man-in-the-moon's wife (if he has one) as with those of the 
Newstead monks. It is simply a sample of State dodgery when 
intent on plundering the Church."
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King Henry VIII., by his letters patent, dated May 28, 32 
Hen. VIII., granted Newstead Priory (Newstead Abbey is a mis 
nomer, and a piece of presumption on the part of its lay impro- 
prietors), to Sir John Byron, of Col wick, Knight, descended from 
the old Derbyshire family of the De Burons, or Birons, of Horseley 
Castle, near Derby, whose illegitimate son (as appears by Tboro- 
ton's pedigree of the family) succeeded him in his estates. The 
recent editors of Spelman's book on Sacrilege have the following 
observations in their Introductory Essay:—"It is the more im 
portant to dwell on the history of this house, because Tanner 
brings it forward as one of his proofs that no especial curse 
attaches itself to sacrilege. We will, as nearly as we can, avail 
ourselves of Moore's words, in his ' Life of Lord Byron.' Sir 
(John?) Byron, made a Knight of the Bath by King James I., was 
deeply involved in debt. His son, the first Lord Byron, died 
without issue. The second and third barons left each only one 
surviving son. The fourth baron was thrice married. By his first 
wife he had no issue; by his second, three sons and one daughter, 
who all died unmarried; by his third, among other children, 
Admiral Byron, whose wreck off the coast of Chili, and five years' 
hardships, attracted public attention. 'Not long after,' says 
Moore,' a less innocent sort of notoriety attached itself to two other 
members of the family, one the grand-uncle of the poet, and the 
other his father. The former, in the year 1765, stood his trial 
before the House of Peers for killing in a duel, or rather scuffle, 
his relation and neighbour, Mr. Chaworth; and the latter, having 
carried off to the Continent the wife of Lord Caermarthen, on the 
noble Marquis obtaining a divorce from the lady, married her.' 
This lady 'having died in 1784, he, in the following year, married 
Miss Catherine Gordon. It was known to be solely with a view 
of relieving himself from his debts, that Mr. Byron paid his ad 
dresses to her. The creditors lost no time in pressing their 
demands; and not only was the whole of her ready money, bank 
shares, fisheries, etc., sacrificed to satisfy them, but a large sum 
raised by mortgage on the estate for the same purpose.' ' I have 
been thinking,' says Lord Byron himself, ' of an odd circumstance. 
My daughter (1), myself (2), my half sister (3), my mother (4), my 
sister's mother (5), my natural daughter (6), myself (7), are, or 
were, all only children. My sister's mother had only my half- 
sister by that second marriage (herself, too, an only child), and my 
father had me, an only child, by his second marriage with my 
mother, an only child too. Such a complication of only children, 
all tending to one family, is singular enough, AND LOOKS LIKE 
FATALITY ALMOST.' We need not remind the reader of the separa 
tion of Mr. and Mrs. Byron, and of Lord and Lady Byron, nor of 
the miserable tenor of the poet's after-life. Newstead no longer 
belongs to the Byrons; the present baron has six surviving
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children, of whom three are married, whereas Colonel Wildman, 
the present possessor of Newstead, is without heirs male."

Sir John Byron (alias Halgh), son of the king's grantee, is 
styled " of Newstead," and probably converted the domestic build 
ings of the monastery into a residence for himself. The Priory 
Church would form a quarry close at hand, from which materials 
could be procured for such alterations as he and his successors 
might desire. Excepting therefore its west front, which was very 
ornamental, its south wall of great strength, and two sides of its 
south transept, now transformed into the Orangery, nothing remains 
of it which can be traced above ground. The Cloister Court still 
retains its cloisters of the late perpendicular style, in which may 
be observed an early English doorway (d), which led into the nave 
of the church near the west end, and the position of the Norman 
lavatory (c) on the south side. Around the Cloister Court were 
the Conventual buildings. I suppose the present entrance hall 
and parlor (e) to have consisted of various monastic offices, with 
the dormitory above, which now forms the private and great dining 
rooms. Where the second staircase now is (_/) was the entrance 
to the cloisters. The library is a Byrouial addition over the north 
side of the cloisters. Here windows may have given- light to the 
church. On the east side is the Orangery (g), once the south 
transept of the church; south of which is Lord Byron's bath (h), 
with the " family pew " above it, looking into the present chapel (i), 
which was originally the Chapter House of the Canons. This 
long narrow room (h) was probably the mortuary or "Dead 
Mane's" Chamber, where the deceased monks were laid imme 
diately after death. Sometimes it was divided, the easternmost 
portion with an entrance into the church serving as a vestry. The 
wine cellar (k) and private dining room (I), completing the east 
side, and projecting considerably further to the south, appear 
to have been the undercroft to the Prior's Lodgings as originally 
designed. The buildings eastward of it were probably a 
subsequent addition. The servants' hall (m) seems to have been 
the vaulted crypt or undercroft for cellarage beneath the refectory, 
which always occupied this position, parallel with the church: it is 
now the great drawing room of the mansion. The buildings (n) 
southwest of the refectory, contained perhaps the kitchen, bake 
house, and other domestic offices: those (0) southeast of the 
Prior's Lodgings may have been the Hospitium. Of course there 
must be some conjecture in thus assigning the various parts of the 
building to their original purposes, and more learned antiquaries 
may appropriate some portions differently from what I have stated. 
Could we but have examined it half a century ago, when in the 
dilapidated condition in which Lord Byron was obliged to leave it, 
more of its original character would doubtless have been apparent.
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Colonel Wildman's improvements, however, are said to have been 
carried out as restorations as much as possible.

The extraordinary interest with which Newstead is now regarded, 
is, of course, derived from its connection with the most famous 
poet of his day. There was a time when I, in common with many 
of my age, indulged in the fascinating beauty and luxuriousness of 
Byron's compositions, and imbibed the evil which lay not con 
cealed within them. And when visiting the scenes which called 
forth from the soul of the bard so much of his immortal verse (as 
the world would call it), one could not but speculate and philoso 
phize upon that great phenomenon. Here was a man, endowed 
with untold intellectual power, genius, imagination, talent, taste, 
living in the very abode of ancient devotion and sanctity, yet him 
self unhappily taking the opposite direction; ruining, we cannot 
but fear, himself and others eternally. Are not Byron's poems the 
miserable snare which has introduced many to courses of profli 
gacy and unbelief? I once accidentally heard a young man 
enthusiastically affirm, that, in his judgment, " Don Juan" was 
superior to the Bible ! How came this to be ? One incident in 
Byron's life seems to contain the key to it. Passing over his 
defective early education, we come to what appears to have been 
the turning point of his life—his unrequited adoration, as we may 
call it, of the object of his early love. He was then fifteen; she 
two years older. " She," says Irving, " was at that age when a 
female soon changes from the girl to the woman, and leaves her 
boyish lovers far behind her." While his youthful affections were 
concentrated in her, she became the wife of another. In the 
anguish of such a moment, in the minds of such as Byron, there 
are but two objects to choose between for relief. Unhappily he 
chose the wrong one—the world and its recklessness. And having 
done so, he became the enemy of the other. Many are they of 
old time, who, in such moments of (we may say) Providential 
affliction, have found refuge in such retreats as Byron then 
possessed the ruins of; many, whom the very sight of such 
remains of ancient devotion has since calmed, consoled, and led 
on to their reality. We read of his desecration of the place and 
its former occupants; how he dug up the ashes of the dead, and 
insulted what was still tangible of them. Even now this has not 
quite ceased. Most of the human remains have indeed been rein- 
terred, or put away; the stone coffin of the Prior from before the 
high altar is no longer filled with rubbish or pugilistic implements; 
but the " skull-cup" is exhibited. The courteous housekeeper still 
produces it, with its silver rim and engraved pedestal, as the 
choicest gem of the mansion. I could not but look upon it with 
horror and detestation, and state my conviction, that no possessor 
of the house could prosper until it was again consigned to the 
earth from which it was formed. Thus " the things which" to
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Byron " should have been for Ms wealth, became unto him an 
occasion of falling." Alas, that there is so little recorded of him 
which can afford us hope of his repentance.

I have ventured to make this concluding remark, which may 
seem to some to be beyond the province of the archaeologist, from 
a cd&viction that if we are never to extend our observations beyond 
the dry facts of history, architecture, and antiquity—if \ve are 
never to draw conclusions, nor confirm religious principles from 
such studies—if we are to regard works of art and curiosity merely 
as what they are in themselves, and not as conducive to the glory 
of the great Artificer of the world and of mankind—then researches 
such as ours will be found to have been useless, and worse than 
useless, to us at the last day.

The Rev. R. BURNABY proposed, and Mr. Thompson seconded 
a vote of the cordial thanks of the Society to Mr. Herrick for his 
kind and interesting present to the Society of copies of Mr. John 
Gough Nichols' Paper upon the Armorial Windows, in Woodhouse 
Chapel.

It was resolved that a special meeting should be called to make 
arrangements for an evening soiree of the Society to be held shortly 
in Leicester, and that the annual meeting of the Society for the 
transaction of business should be held at the close of the year.

August 27th, 1860. 

The REV. S. G. BELLAIKS in the chair

Mr. BARBER exhibited several oriental curiosities.
Mr. JAMES THOMPSON laid upon the table, and read some re 

marks upon, a jug and a piece of ancient stained glass. The jug, 
he said, was lately found in ground on the back premises of Messrs. 
Sarson and Simpkin, Hotel-street. It was of coarse, light brown 
earthenware, nearly entire; thirteen inches in height, six and 
a-half inches wide at its greatest diameter, and five and a-half 
inches wide at its base. Mr. Thompson further described the ves 
sel as being an English mediaeval, one probably of the thirteenth 
century. The piece of stained glass formerly belonged to, and 
had a place in, a window at Belgrave Hall, in this county. The 
subject depicted was from the Book of Esther. It belonged to 
the Flemish school of probably the seventeeth century.




